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Minutes of the additional RUSU Trustee Board Meeting 5 January 2017: 
 
 
Present: Ben Cooper (Chair), Sed Joshi, Pip Oppenheimer, Jingshu Huang, Jemima Tabeart, 

Bob Dwyer, Ann Tigerstedt, Mark Stoddart, Iain Franklin, Juliana Suess, Holly 
Cottingham. 

 
Apologies: Molly Philpott, Niall Hamilton, Richard Lines. 
   
Attending: Richard Silcock, Nicole Fox. 
 
Minutes: Linda Davis 
 
BC welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
It was noted that NH had passed his voting rights to SJ, and MP had passed her voting rights to PO. 
This was agreed. 
 

1. Changing the Officer Structure at RUSU:  BC outlined the paper summarising the current 
President remit, the proposed changes and the arguments for the role of President and for 
changing the role of President, together with a University response from Richard Messer. 
This was taken as read and questions/discussion was invited. 

 
- BD – it was confirmed as correct that there had been no student consultation and no 

indication of strong feeling by the student body either way. 
 
- SJ – it was difficult for students to understand until they became more involved. Student 

Trustees on the Board had a role to play. 
 

- BD – this was not a particularly strong argument. The University sees value in retaining the 
President role and it would be hard to justify such a radical change. 
 

- BC – given how close it was to elections, possibility to take it forward to next academic year 
to allow time for consultation. 
 

- PO – we have a horizontal structure.  How do you think it is such a radical change? 
 

- BD – there is value in one person as a central point of contact, with others having 
representative roles within their particular field. 
 

- AT – despite lack of student opinion, there are no new arguments from before and it doesn’t 
feel like the right thing to do.  From a diversity point of view it would not be impossible to 
achieve more with MP role and there is still work to be done on ways of working together. 
From a Trustee point of view it is a risk and reputational issue to the organisation. 
 

- IF –this is a relationship issue. There is only a certain amount the VC can deal with, the 
President can filter and all other Officer Trustees have their own relationships with the 
University to manage. Therefore there is no need to get rid of the President role, but a 
rethink on how messages to the top are agreed on would be beneficial. 
 

- JT – some of the changes suggested don’t need a role name change; irrespective of name, 
contributions come from the whole team.  If students were asked for a view, they would 
either not care or would want to keep the President role. 
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- JH – Personally, I think the President role is important for the team for next year at least, 

especially with the University not supporting the change.  
 

- HC – uncomfortable to make change without student consultation and so close to elections. 
Need to give more of a chance for recent remit changes to embed.  
 

- JS – agree with AT.  Too late now for next academic year. 
 

- MS – echo the importance of relationship with the University.  Issues with the team not 
functioning well together need to be sorted anyway and should be addressed as part of on 
going working practices. 
 

- PO – Stress the fact that the culture with the University needs to change and it was not good 
seeing the President as a figurehead getting the recognition for a team effort. 
 

- AT – understood this but it did not out weigh the potential loss. 
 

- IF – Use the next six months to resolve how successors could work with the University, 
creating stronger links from the outset. 
 

- BD – the discussion is about dynamics of the team and a learning process for next term 
involving some responses from the University also would be a good way forward to address 
the practical issues. 
 

- PO – the response from Richard Messer seemed very unclear on the RUSU structure and 
warrants a discussion. 
 

- AT – there is a need to analyse the problems, sort them out and make it work. 
 

- IF – if the role remains, it can start happening now. 
 

- SJ – it is quite clear that 4 out of the 5 are affected.  We have tried to change things over 
the last six months but the University still goes to the President. Not having a President role 
has worked at other universities. 
 

A vote was taken with 9 votes for retaining the role of President and 4 votes for changing the role of 
President. 
 
It was very important to take this forward for next year’s team and BC recognised the challenges of 
a two year term. The remit change ‘Maintaining a working relationship with the University of 
Reading’s Executive Board’ would be placed in all the other officers’ remits and the setting up of a 
termly UEB-Exec meeting would be a good step forward. 
 
2.TEF: 
 
SJ reported that since the last meeting there had been no further opportunity for conversation with 
the University.  250-300 pledges had been received and the Trustee Board should discuss and agree 
what RUSU would accept going forward. 
 
BC – Trustee Board needs to discuss and give a steer on what happens to the  NSS boycott if the 
University don’t give a fee freeze commitment. 
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BD – RUSU must anticipate that the University will not be a position to give this commitment. It was 
noted that the NUS campaign had slowed but this was a local level issue now. 
 
SJ – 18/20 other unions had done the same as RUSU. 
 
BD – The implications of the boycott could affect 19500 students and with only 300 votes it lacks 
credibility. 
 
AT – If RUSU does not get the answers from the University, would NH still go ahead with the 
boycott. Yes. 
 
PO – Bringing this to a local level was the threat of a boycott. 
 
AT – There is always going to be small turnouts. How will it really affect students with scores 
calculated on a three year average.  Why are the University anxious that we don’t boycott – is this a 
different issue. 
 
BD – from the background of a threat of a boycott, other things could be negotiated and a better 
idea than delivering a boycott. 
 
BC – there is a reputational risk of a boycott for the University and the Union. 
 
SJ – there is a wider reputational issue not impacted by NSS this year.  Even with low numbers, it is 
what has been mandated.  It would have to be a 3 year campaign. 
 
IF – TEF 2 has bronze, silver and gold assessments.  Is the benefit of losing gold worth a boycott that 
would achieve a lower increase. 
 
MS – a 3 year boycott is unsustainable and there are other ways to influence the University on fees. 
 
SJ – we need to agree tactics to take to the meeting. 
 
IF – our role is to uphold the charitable objects of this Union (representing the students of Reading) 
so need to bear in mind the impact on current students. 
 
JT – Students have had the opportunity to pledge, now it is important to satisfy students who voted 
and decide our line. 
 
AT – Uncomfortable on reason for ignoring vote and need to be really clear if we overturn student 
vote. 
 
BD – One success is the £1m targeted at specific areas. 
 
SJ – The £1m is regardless so needs to be kept separate. 
 
MS – the NSS survey is out end January.  Push for more student input.  Decision on fees finalised in 
June so campaign can continue.  If RUSU gets what it wants from other areas, we can call it off. 
 
IF – ChangeIt vote is clear so overturning would need sufficient grounds for this supported by the 
Officers. 
 
BC – Have meeting and see what University are willing to do and what we can get from it. 
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BD – look for other responses, if not movement on fees. 
 
It was agreed that if freezing fees was not possible, to 
 

- negotiate and achieve not to carry out boycott 
- be involved in future fee negotiations 
- justify and get clarification on overturning vote 
- be involved in funding decisions in specific areas 
- continue the campaign on fee levels 
- bring back outcome to next Trustee Board meeting 


